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The ‘Day of Memory and Grief’ is a day of commemoration in Chechnya. It marks the beginning of the deportation of Chechens and Ingush from the Chechen-Ingush Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic (Chechen-Ingush ASSR) to Siberia and Central Asia ordered by Joseph Stalin on 23 February 1944. Today, the commemoration is being obstructed by bans on gatherings on the original date combined with the dismantling of the memorial devoted to the event. The ‘Day of Memory and Grief’ memorialises the deportation of entire peoples – an example of the atrocities committed by Stalin from the 1920s until his death in 1953. Devoted to this collective memory, the day stands in stark contrast to the Russian official line of remembrance of the Stalin era focussed on the victory in the Great Patriotic War in 1945. In the following, an account of how local collective memories contesting this official historical narrative are conceived by the authorities as impeding the construction of a national Russian identity based on patriotism and the love of the fatherland will be presented.

The deportation
In Soviet times, the ‘Red Army Day’, a national holiday devoted to soldiers’ achievements and patriotism in general, was celebrated on the 23rd of February. However, on 23 February 1944, the events took a different turn in what was then the Chechen-Ingush ASSR. A decree was read out to the Chechens telling them that they had been found guilty of treason, of collaborating with Nazi Germany during the Second World War – which has become known as the ‘Great Patriotic War’ in Russia. For this reason, the entire Chechen and Ingush population, was deported to Central Asia and Siberia. Around half a million people were loaded onto trains and trucks, many died during the journey due to poor sanitary conditions and many more died in the
provisional camps set up for them – the ‘special settlers’ as they were called – in the hostile Russian steppes or in Siberian labour camps.¹

It was only in 1957, with Stalin’s regime gone and Nikita Khrushchev’s power established, that the Chechens were exculpated and were allowed to return to their homeland, the Chechen-Ingush ASSR. Although local Russian authorities tried to prevent their return, the Chechen-Ingush ASSR was eventually re-established in the same year and replaced the Grozny Oblast – the region’s official name during their exile. When the Chechens returned, ethnic Russians lived in most of their homes and their graveyards had been destroyed, as had their cultural and religious sites such as mosques. After clashes between the returned and the new occupants, the Chechens eventually re-established their presence in their homeland.² During the Soviet era, the deportation was remembered locally through stories of what had happened and passed on to the next generation by survivors as there was no official or public platform to commemorate. The Soviet government did not allow any commemorations and did not compensate the victims.³

After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the deportation was increasingly discussed in public and efforts were made to preserve the collective memory of the Chechens. These efforts were supported by the Chechen independence movement headed by Dzhokhar Dudaev, who grew up in exile himself. Chechnya declared its independence from Russia in 1991.⁴ In 1992, a memorial was erected in the capital Grozny and large rallies were held to commemorate the


deportation, in particular in 1994 due to its fiftieth anniversary.\textsuperscript{5} Shortly afterwards, the First Chechen War between Chechnya and Russia, which lasted from 1994 to 1996, began. After the defeat of the Russians, Chechnya experienced a period of de facto independence before being invaded again by Russian forces in 1999. Following a year of heavy fighting including air strikes and the shelling of Chechen towns and villages, this Second Chechen War continued with sporadic attacks and fighting between insurgents and forces of the Chechen Republic which took over from the Russian forces.\textsuperscript{6}

Silencing minority collective memory

The deportation of the Chechen people was remembered traditionally by Chechens on 23 February. However, in 2011 the Kremlin-loyal Head of the Chechen Republic, Ramzan Kadyrov decided to relocate the commemoration from the 23\textsuperscript{rd} of February to the 10\textsuperscript{th} of May. Just a year after declaring the 23\textsuperscript{rd} of February the date for official commemoration of the deportation, Kadyrov changed the dates again and slightly amended the name of the day to ‘Day of Memory and Grief of the nations of the Republic’. In addition to opposition to the change in date, this change in name was criticised for downplaying the effect of the deportation on ethnic Chechens.\textsuperscript{7}

The 10\textsuperscript{th} of May marks the burial of Akhmad Kadyrov, the Chechen leader appointed by Vladimir Putin during the Second Chechen War and father of Ramzan Kadyrov. He was assassinated by pro-insurgent forces on 9 May 2004 when a bomb exploded in Grozny’s football stadium during the Victory Day parade celebrating the defeat of Nazi Germany. Now, the ‘Day of Memory and Grief’, which originated from the deportation of an entire people, has been linked to the death of a controversial politician, who installed a repressive regime, persecuting alleged insurgents and their families.\textsuperscript{8}

\textsuperscript{6} Emil Souleimanov, An Endless War: The Russian-Chechen Conflict in Perspective (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2007), 95-172.
\textsuperscript{7} Aude Merlin, “Remembering and forgetting in Chechnya today: Using the Great Patriotic War to create a new historical narrative,” in Chechnya at war and beyond, ed. Anne Le Huérou et al. (Abingdon: Routledge, 2014), 45-47.
Furthermore, the 23rd of February is now again devoted to the Russian-wide commemoration of the ‘Red Army Day’, which was renamed ‘Defender of the Fatherland Day’ by Putin in 2002. It is a day devoted to the commemoration of soldiers, of the sacrifices they made for the country and a celebration of patriotism and masculinity in general, which in addition to its military character can be seen as the counterpart to Women’s Day9 – a Men’s Day where alleged traitors and the elderly, women and children dying during deportation and in exile, have no place. Aude Merlin cites a Grozny intellectual analysing the change in the date as follows: ‘this was “to avoid being sad during a celebration,” which would have been the case had the 23rd of February been maintained as a national Chechen day of mourning’.10 As she rightly observes, the focus was on the heroes to be remembered, not the victims.11

Since 2011, when Kadyrov moved the commemoration to the 10th of May, public commemorations of the deportation on 23 February have been suppressed. For instance in 2014, the President of the Assembly of Caucasian Nations, Ruslan Kutaev, was sentenced to four years of imprisonment after speaking out against the ban of commemoration events on the original date.12 In the same year, the memorial to victims of the deportation built in 1992 and located in Chechnya’s capital Grozny was dismantled. The memorial consisted of an array of gravestones brought from all regions of Chechnya surrounding a raised arm with a dagger and an open Quran. On the wall behind the memorial was the inscription: ‘We will not cry! Not lose! Not forget!’.

Officially, the memorial was moved due to the sale of the land where it stood to a private businessman, but local residents spoke of a deliberate move to suppress memory of the deportation. Several gravestones, parts of the memorial, were brought to another site located on the Akhmad Kadyrov Square and placed next to a
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10 Merlin, “Remembering and forgetting in Chechnya today,” 45.
memorial commemorating fallen members of local pro-Russian security forces with no separate inscription or explanation as to the different meaning associated with the gravestones.\textsuperscript{13}

Taken together, all these campaigns against the commemoration and the combination of the remembrance of the deportation with that of Kadyrov’s assassination appear to be aimed at silencing this particular collective memory of the Chechen people. It is downplayed, separated from its date and as it might be intended by the Federal as well as Chechen authorities, hopefully forgotten.

A similar strategy can be observed in Russian annexed Crimea, where the Russian administration has banned the commemoration of the deportation in 2014. Just as in the Chechen case, the Crimean Tatars were deported in 1944 by order of Stalin on treason allegations. The Crimean Tatars commemorate this part of their history on the 18\textsuperscript{th} of May but since 2014, commemorative gatherings were prohibited and people speaking out against it arrested.\textsuperscript{14} These acts are part of a broader campaign against the Crimean Tatars under Russian rule branding them as extremists and banning their organisations.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Creating a Russian national identity}

According to Maurice Halbwachs’ study on collective memory, ‘the past is not preserved but is reconstructed on the basis of the present’.\textsuperscript{16} He argues that ‘[c]ollective frameworks are, to the contrary,


precisely the instruments used by the collective memory to reconstruct an image of the past which is in accord, in each epoch, with the predominant thoughts of the society.\textsuperscript{17} What is of particular interest in these quotes in the present context, is the reference to ‘predominant thoughts’. Talking about the reconstruction of the past, Halbwachs observes that the recreation of memory is happening under the pressure of society. This pressure leads to a ‘transfiguration’ of the past and a reproduction of memories with ‘a prestige that reality did not possess’.\textsuperscript{18} The resulting transfigured version of the past denotes society’s ‘predominant thoughts’. Essentially, these thoughts have led to the ban of deportation commemorations on the original date in Chechnya and to a silencing of the local collective memory conflicting with the official Russian narrative of the Stalin era focusing on the victory in the Second World War.

Official attempts to emphasise certain memories and to suppress others are indicative of a historical narrative aimed at fostering a certain idea, an ideology or a national identity – a development visible in Russian state policy today.\textsuperscript{19} In the post-Soviet era, Boris Yeltsin admitted that Russia needed a ‘Russian idea’ after he failed with his attempt to democratise the country against Soviet nostalgia supported by a poor economic situation. Putin, who took over after him, decided to make this search for such an idea one of his priorities.\textsuperscript{20}

Putin launched broad educational campaigns including the rewriting of history textbooks in order to demonstrate a contingency in Russian history, pointing at Russian victories and achievements over centuries, aiming at educating young people to be patriotic and to love their country.\textsuperscript{21} This ‘love for the fatherland’ is a notion deriving from Soviet patriotism described as ‘the natural feeling of millions of citizens who ardently love’ their country ‘which has given them a

happy, prosperous life.’

22 During Putin’s second presidential term, Alexander Filippov, the deputy director of the National Centre for Foreign Policy, an organisation close to the Federal government, did a great deal to support this patriotic affection for the country. Filippov wrote handbooks for teachers describing Stalin’s actions as resulting in the modernisation of the country and as necessary in a time preparing for war with Nazi Germany. In his depiction, the mass repression and killing were considered a means to an end and are dealt with only briefly before turning to the heroic victory in the Great Patriotic War when the Soviet Union rescued the world from fascism.

23 With the beginning of the new school year in autumn 2016, several history textbooks which attempted to present a more comprehensive version of the Stalin era against that official narrative, were sanctioned. Addressing the Second World War and the time under Stalin, these books included an account of Stalin’s relationship with Nazi Germany as expressed in the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact as well as of Stalinist repressions.

24 The emphasis on the victory in the Great Patriotic War represents a cornerstone in the attempt to form a ‘Russian idea’ and a Russian identity. A national identity is not easily built on a past where Stalin’s regime deported entire peoples such as the Chechens, Ingush and Tatars. It is rather built on achievements – on Stalin’s efforts to industrialise the country, to conquer space and to defeat the fascists in the Great Patriotic War. Changing the date of the
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commemoration of the deportation of Chechens under Stalin contributes to this endeavour as it clears the Defender of the Fatherland Day from negative connotations. Furthermore, it indicates the scale of the government’s identity-building project, ranging from re-writing curricula to re-designing or rather suppressing, regional commemorations.

As Thomas Sherlock has written, a considerable number of Russians today perceive Soviet times and in particular the Stalin era ‘as a time of political and economic stability, of international prestige, but perhaps most important, of national purpose and cohesion’ which provided ‘meaning to individual and collective existence.’ 27 The Federal authorities want to take up on these sentiments in order to foster a positive unified Russian identity. Yet simplified historical narratives, nostalgia for certain periods which in that form might have never existed and the creation of a myth centred on the victory over fascism in the Great Patriotic War are abstracting from the historical facts to an incomprehensible collection of images.28 And between those images are gaps – gaps representing information considered unwanted, unnecessary or simply not worth mentioning. One additional problem here is the widespread lack of interest in the atrocities committed under Stalin which is particularly the case for the younger generation of Russians.29 This indifference or negligence allows the Federal authorities to deal with the issue relatively undisturbed.

**A national identity for the majority**

In the pursuit of this Russian national identity, legislation has been adopted at Federal level aimed at unifying the Russian majority against minorities such as the Chechens. This stands in contrast to initial


27 Sherlock, *Historical Narratives in the Soviet Union and Post-Soviet Russia*, 149-150; Sherlock, “Russian politics and the Soviet past: Reassessing Stalin and Stalinism under Vladimir Putin,” 12: A study in 2014 revealed that 52% of interviewed Russians considered Stalin to have ‘definitely’ or ‘more likely than not’ played a positive role in the life of the country.


29 Sherlock, “Russian politics and the Soviet past: Reassessing Stalin and Stalinism under Vladimir Putin,” 12-13; see also Sherlock, “Confronting the Stalinist Past: The Politics of Memory in Russia,”
attempts by the Putin-led government at creating such a national identity based on the unifying effects of the Great Patriotic War. Now in his third presidential term, Putin is not focussing on gathering the entire Russian population under his flag, but only the majority – therefore deliberately excluding certain groups and uniting the majority against them by adopting divisive laws such as those referred to below.

This represents one of the practices and tactics related to the imposition of a certain historical narrative that is reserved for the regime in power – the imposition of sovereign violence through law, a point Yıldız refers to in relation to the understanding of counter-archives by Motha and van Rijswijk who describe a reorientation of ‘the law in the wake of histories of violent sovereign impositions’.30

In the present context, the ‘commission to counter attempts to falsify history to the detriment of Russia’s interests’ active from 2009 to 201231 and the related law against the ‘rehabilitation of Nazism’ adopted in 2014 are illustrative.32 Both are aimed at the creation of an official historical narrative, bolstered by criminal sanctions in case of contraventions.33 The law against the rehabilitation of Nazism is not, as it is the case in other countries such as Austria and Germany, aimed at prohibiting the denial of the Holocaust and the dissemination of other Nazi propaganda, but is referring to ‘Nazism’ as the term was used in the Soviet Union after the Second World War to ‘demonize

political opponents’. For instance, Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov accused the Ukrainian government of following ‘openly nationalist, radical, neo-Nazi trends’ in April 2016.

This strategy might intend to strengthen Putin’s position generally at the cost of minorities – and this is also true for the suppressed commemoration of the deportation of entire peoples under Stalin. Since the local narratives of these peoples, be them Chechens, Ingush or Tatars, do not conform to the government line on commemoration, their collective memory is suppressed at worst and ignored at best by the authorities.

A look at the different case studies presented in this collection highlights the constantly changing, challenged and evolving nature of objects of memory and rituals of memorialisation. Together, they cover the imposition of historical narratives by sovereign violence as well as counter-hegemonic movements and practices, indicating the process of memorialisation and the impact of the present in general and current power relationships in particular on the way the past is remembered and reconstructed. The suppression of local collective memory in the course of state-funded identity-creation projects is illustrative not of a society’s unity, but of a forced, imposed uniformity, a superficial cover for underlying tensions within a state’s society to create artificial homogeneity. Violent impositions of narratives of the past only increase these underlying tensions and impede chances for reconciliation which in theory represents one of the core functions of memorials and commemorations. Although official commemorations are not per se harmful to local collective memory, the way in which those commemorations are held is crucial. Due to the power that comes with a state apparatus, violent impositions of certain narratives suppressing alternative collective memory are likely to benefit from such resources. It is this violence, trying to force a national identity upon a society, that suppresses the local collective memory.

An interesting contrast between the papers in the collection can be found in the ways in which violence is imposed and how it relates to the affected groups and their struggle. Whereas the left-right divide between political movements in Milan and Bologna engulfs the population of these cities as such, Russian and Turkish authorities have used the Chechen and Kurdish minority identity to frame their actions and separate these groups from the majority population. This identity framing might have facilitated or contributed to the severe measures the states have taken in response to local collective memories and identities conflicting with the official narrative; outright bans of commemorations, curfews and military operations.

When it comes to collective memory in the context of Russia, it is useful to keep in mind the very flexible and surprisingly unpredictable character of its history. As the Soviet Union collapsed only in 1991, Russia as a state is still relatively young and there is a sense of trying to regain this feeling of ‘national purpose and cohesion’ present in Soviet times among Russians today. A particular fitting depiction of this situation is drawn by Coser in his introduction to Halbwachs’ *On collective memory*. He talks briefly about his own experience with Soviet colleagues (writing in the nineties) and notes their reluctance to discuss current events coming to the following conclusion: ‘[T]hese people had been forced in the last few years to shed their own collective memory like a skin, and to reconstruct a largely different set of collective memories.’

The search for a national identity as pursued by the Russian Federal government has highlighted the resistance it encountered when faced with contesting local collective memories which do not conform with the ‘predominant thoughts’ centred on the achievements during the Stalin era, such as the deportation of Chechens, Ingush and Tatars by Stalin. As one Chechen resident speaking out against the new date for remembering the deportation has put it: ‘For any self-respecting Chechen, February 23 was, is and will be the mourning day for the victims of Stalin's deportation. Even the Soviet power failed, for decades, make us forget about this tragedy;

---

moreover, our current authorities will not manage to do it, although, I must say, they make just incredible efforts towards it.\textsuperscript{37}

This account of local collective memory of the deportation of the Chechens under Stalin and the official narrative based on the achievements during Soviet times has shown how narratives of the past are constantly reshaped. The violent imposition of a national identity based on patriotism and the great achievements of the Russian state throughout history has failed to unify all groups of society. Acknowledging that, the present government has decided to suppress and neglect local collective memory contradicting the official account of the past. This forced suppression however, will only provide some apparent uniformity on the surface of Russian society, while resistance and struggle against it are likely to grow underneath, challenging the ‘predominant thoughts’ promoted by state power.
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Memorial commemorating fallen members of local pro-Russian security forces (with the added gravestones – the memorial itself consists of the grey column and the black stones with golden inscriptions), Grozny, provided by Internet-agency Caucasian Knot
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